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A Practical Guide to Trusted ComputingIBM Press, 2008
Use Trusted Computing to Make PCs Safer, More Secure, and More Reliable 
 

Every year, computer security threats become more severe. Software alone can no longer adequately defend against them: what’s needed is secure hardware. The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) makes...
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Batman and EthicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Batman has been one of the world’s most beloved superheroes since his first appearance in Detective Comics #27 in 1939. Clad in his dark cowl and cape, he has captured the imagination of millions with his single-minded mission to create a better world for the people of Gotham City by fighting crime, making use of expert...
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Computational Red Teaming: Risk Analytics of Big-Data-to-Decisions Intelligent SystemsSpringer, 2014

	Written to bridge the information needs of management and computational scientists, this book presents the first comprehensive treatment of Computational Red Teaming (CRT).  The author describes an analytics environment that blends human reasoning and computational modeling to design risk-aware and evidence-based smart decision making...
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PharmacogeneticsCRC Press, 2006

	The only source on the subject to offer both an overview and a disease-based approach, this reference text spans the wide array of technical, methodological, regulatory, and ethical issues related to pharmacogenetics and stresses the impact of pharmacogenetic data on patient care and management. Providing expertly selected references, tables,...
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We Want to Negotiate: The Secret World of Kidnapping, Hostages and RansomColumbia Global Reports, 2019

	"A wise and thorough investigation." - Lawrence Wright, author of The Looming Tower and The Terror Years

	

	Starting in late 2012, Westerners working in Syria -- journalists and aid workers -- began disappearing without a trace. A year later the world learned they had been taken hostage by the...
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Information Technology and the Ethics of Globalization: Transnational Issues and ImplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	As technologies advance and become social norms worldwide, certain ethical considerations must be examined and reflected upon due to their various cultural implications. Information Technology and the Ethics of Globalization: Transnational Issues and Implications discusses the widespread influence of technologies across the globe with...
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CEH v9: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Practice TestsSybex, 2016

	Master CEH v9 and identify your weak spots


	CEH: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Practice Tests are the ideal preparation for this high-stakes exam. Five complete, unique practice tests are designed to help you identify weak spots in your understanding, so you can direct your preparation efforts efficiently and gain...
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The Video Game Explosion: A History from PONG to PlayStation and BeyondGreenwood Press, 2007
In the United States alone, the video game industry raked in an astonishing $12.5 billion last year, and shows no signs of slowing. Once dismissed as a fleeting fad of the young and frivolous, this booming industry has not only proven its staying power, but promises to continue driving the future of new media and emerging technologies. Today video...
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Ethics In Public Relations: A Guide To Best PracticeKogan Page, 2004
Ethical questions and dilemmas are inherent to public relations, and ensuring that practitioners operate ethically is fundamental to the professionalism and credibility of the field. Ethics in Public Relation gives readers the tools and knowledge to enable them to make defensible decisions, and outlines the important ethical concerns in...
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Stem Cells: New Frontiers in Science & EthicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2012

	Fast-moving and ever-changing, stem cell science and research presents ongoing ethical and legal challenges in many countries. Each development and innovation throws up new challenges. This is the case even where new developments initially seem to solve old dilemmas. Sometimes it becomes evident that new science does not in fact solve old...
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Food Chemical Risk Analysis (Food Science & Safety Series)Springer, 1997

	The recognition that chemicals in food, whatever their origin, might
	present a risk to the consumer has long been recognised. However, early
	food regulations at the beginning of the century were primarily aimed at
	prevention of adulteration and fraud rather than directed at consumer
	safety. It is only in the second half of the century...
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Foundations for Research: Methods of Inquiry in Education and the Social SciencesLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
This text is designed for use in introductory research courses in the professional fields and social sciences. The major goal of the book is to acquaint students and beginning researchers with a broad view of research methodologies, as well as an 
understanding of the assumptions that inform each of these approaches. Because the book presents...
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